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JIKEI COM group students achieved an excellent
results at “The China-Japan-South Korea, Asian
3 countries Manga tournament”

COM
滋慶学園

TODAY
留学生

CAMPUS REPORT

From April 27th to May 2nd in 2016, 6 students and
graduates from the creative schools of JIKEICOM
group were invited to a Manga (cartoon) tournament
held in Hangzhou in China. The schools participants
represented were: Tokyo Communication Arts
College, Tokyo Design Communication Center,
Osaka Communication Arts College, Nagoya Communication Arts College
and Fukuoka Design Communication College.
From China and South Korea to play against , professional cartoonist already
making their debut with the cartoon series participated in the tournament, and
they raised higher the competition hurdle. Even in such a hard situation, Rie
Okamoto, a graduate of Fukuoka Design Communication College won the 3rd
prize and Riho Masuda, a graduate of Osaka Communication Arts College won
the special prize. All the students who participated in the event have grown
up by the experience of creating one's work along the theme given on the first
day during the 2 days event. We expect their future activities!
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US famous actors' performance coach
0U3DXO3DUNHU·V6SHFLDO/HVVRQ
On April 26th, 27th and 28th, 2016,
Mr. Paul Parker whose performance
coaching is highly evaluated and
internationally famous, visited JIKEICOM
schools and gave his first-class special
lesson to the students in actor and
voice actor courses of Tokyo Film Center
College of Arts, Tokyo School of Music
& Dance and Tokyo School of Music
Shibuya Campus. By Mr. Parker's lesson
of a real audition assumed as well as
the comments given to the students
from different aspects impressed and
stimulated the students so much and
really appreciated the precious
experience.
【DONG SUHENG】

【XU DING CHEN】

【YU PEI HSUAN 】

2nd year, Anime Voice Actor Course
Tokyo College of Dance and Acting
China・Tokyo Galaxy Language School
Graduate

2nd year, Anime Voice Actor Course
Tokyo College of Dance and Acting
China・Toyo Language School Graduate

2nd year, Voice Actor & Actor Course
Tokyo College of Dance and Acting
Taiwan・National Taichung University of
Science and Technology Graduate

2nd year, Voice Actor Course
Tokyo College of Dance and Acting
Indonesia・ARC Academy Shibuya,
Iidabashi Campus Graduate

Mr. Parker has given me a lot of ideas. There were
a lot of hints to make use of in the future including
being conscious of a tempo and pace, a tone or the
volume and the good example by the audition and
a bad example. Now I'm happy to know what I
should do from now.

I enjoyed the lesson very much. Mr. Parker is
really attractive person. Being taught in the
language which I'm not familiar, I could understand
what he was saying via his expression and voice.
Mr. Parker paid a careful attention to us and gave
us many useful techniques.

I was so much surprised that I’ ve never imagined that
I could receive the lesson of US famous acting coach.
That was an exclusive opportunity for me. Attending the lecture, I'm satisfied that I could find what
is important for acting. Mr. Parker’s professional
acting energy and concentration was so much
impressive.

This was my first opportunity to receive a lesson
from a not-Japanese teacher. The lecture was
really understandable to me since I'm good at
understanding English than Japanese. Real
audition role playing in many situations were
especially worthwhile and lot of fun. I forgot the
time flow.
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The Graduation and Annual
Study Result Exhibition
We are ECO 2016
−Opened Original Dog Café

WANG SHIH LIN
Taiwan
Japanese Communication International School Graduate
2nd Year, Dog Café Course
Osaka College of Eco and Animals

On January 30 and 31, 2016, as one of the presentations
in the annual held study results exhibition "We are ECO
2016", students in the Dog Café Course opened their
original dog café. Starting with the subject in the class
of " Dog Café Produing," students have struggled with
the whole stage towards this occasion from branding,
deciding menu, display plan, as well as drafting their
own hospitality mannual. Visitors were so much
satisfied with the result of effort and it was the one of
the most popular booths. Prior to the event, students
worked for the assignment of the industry project,
the DBL Dolce & Cafe in Nishi-ku, Osaka in the theme of "Baking original cakes for Christmas."
In the cafe, they prepared the cakes which won the prizes in the project, and are now on sale in the real cafe.
Wang Shih Lin who participated in the event said, "As the big event before the graduation, I did my best to
work to organize this original dog cafe. During preparation, I mainly was in charge of baking bagles and
gateau chocola and finally I finished. On the days during the cafe opening,
we received a lot of drink and food orders. During the busiest time, I was so
happy that one of the visitor bought a dress for a dog which I recommended.
My classmates are so nice and cooperative, so that we could conclude this
event so happily. This was a precious moment in my memory at school. I
would like to thank everyone."

"We are TECH. C. 2016," the graduation and annual study
result exhibition was held on February 12 and 13, 2016 at
Shinjuku NS Building. In this exhibition, students exhibited
the works created from the Industry project assignments
and the event attracted more than 500 audience including
people from industries in two days. Also, students made
their presentation on the site. Lee Sora, an international
student from Koera who was in her 1st year of Comic &
Illustration Course, worked on the assignments from Mos
Burger, Coka Cola and etc. She made a good result on one
of the project and made an on-site presentation. Lee Sora
said, "It was a good
experience though I
got so nervous before
doing my presentation.
I will do my best to
create better work from
now on."

The Graduation and Annual
Study Result Exhibition
We are TECH.C. 2016
−Student's Presentation

LEE SORA
Korea
ISI Language School Graduate
2nd year (1st year when interviewed) ,
Comic Illustration Course
Tokyo Design Technology Center

Industry Project
Epic Games Industry Project
Unreal Engine Marktplace 3D Character Creation

JUNG JOOWON
Korea
KCP Internationa Japanese Language School Graduate

Epic Games Japan is a subsidiary in Japan of one of the largest game producing
industry Epic Games Inc. in the United States and the producer of the world famous
game engine "Unreal Engine." In this occasion of Industry Project, the company
gave the assignments to the students to develope the character asset applicable
for the Unreal Engine Market Place which can be sold in this real market.
The project team was formed with 7 students in total, and was separated into 3
groups as "2D team," "3D modeller team" and "3D motion team". Jung Joowon
played a part in 3D modeller part. His work was evaluated and he was appointed
to become a presenter in the 2016 Entrance Ceremony of JIKEI COM group. Jung Joowon said, "Making
presentation in front of 3, 000 people made me really nervous, but I was happy I made it. In the class of
Game Project, I have many occasions to make my own presentation, but, for the sake of this experience in
the Entrance Ceremony, I have overcome nervousness for making presentation in front of many people. In
addition, trying to apply for the requirements from the industries, I come to know the height of professional
quality. Through the whole experience I learned how important working accurately."

3rd year, Super Game Creator Course
Toko Design Technology Center
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Industry Project
Stage Production Practice Training

ZHU WENYA
China
ISI Language School Graduate
2nd Year, Stage Director/
Stage Production Course
Tokyo School of Music and Dance

Industry Project
Industry Project with Commercial Art Company Limited
"New Bowl Rice Reipe using locally made vegitable "
Producing

WANG HUI
China
Nagoya Fukutoku Japanese Academy Graduate
2nd Year, Confectionery and Bread
Making Department
Nagoya Communication Arts College

I am in a team of stage production for "The Prince
of Tennis" the popular anime story reproduced
to a musical. As a practice training of industry
project, for experiencing the professional work
scene, I take part in the team with my teacher. I
am so happy taking a part in the popular play and
feel very rewarded that our work would get the
audience impressed. On the site
of production, all the instructions
are spoken in Japanese, so it is
quite necessary to have fluency in
Japanese language.

We worked on the theme titled as "Local Production for Local Consumption. Local
Vegetables give us energy!− recipes with wisdom and freshness in a heart-warming
family cuisine" that offered
by a local industry Commercial Art Company Limited.
The name of the product is
"Gyo-dofu chan." This bowl
looks good in appearance as well as low calory
with high protein. As my first work in the
industry project so I was wondering if I could
do it all right but with a detailed intructions
by our teacher along with support around me,
I could make it without getting nervous. It was
a difficult task but now it has become a good
memory. I thank all people who concerned this
program.
On May 31th, 2016, there was a final
competition session of the industry
project presented by MOS FOOD
SERVICES, INC., on the theme of " 1
minute movie to deliver MOS BURGER
to the world." Among submitted works
into the project from the schools in the
JIKEI COM group, 8 works have been
selected toward this final stage. From
MOS FOOD SERVICES, INC., 4 judges
came and the 8 works of animation or
movie had been reviewed there. As a
result, TECH.C. team won the special
prize. The leader Tsui Ka Shing said,
"Team play was really difficult but we
felt happy that we could finally
accomplish the work. For the next
time, I hope to create a better work."

Industry Project
Won the Special Prize of the Mos Burger Project
TSUI KA SHING
Hong Kong
Toyo Language School Graduate
LAU KAI REN
Malaysia
Insutitut Bahasa Teikyo Graduate
LOO KAH HOU
Malaysia
Insutitut Bahasa Teikyo Graduate
2nd Year, Animation Course
(All the members)
Tokyo Design Technology Center

Short Program

JIKEI COM International Center
Short Program 2016
Private Chih Ping Senior High School
spent days in JIKEI

【3】

5 days from May 23rd, 2016, Private Chih Ping
Senior High School participated in the JIKEI COM
Short Program 2016. At the Tokyo College of Anime,
Cosplay and Make-up lesson was held. After the
lesson, students had a school tour and visited
facilities such as recording room, eSports room and
etc. They were excited to see the professional facilities
they have never seen before. In the Cosplay lesson,
teachers and students of Tokyo College of Anime
helped Chih Ping students to transform themselves to
some characters of "Gin Tama," "Attack on Titan," "The
Basketball which KUROKO plays" and "IDOLM@STER."
They enjoyed an exciting photo session in the
costumes and make-up that each of them wished.
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Activities of Graduates and
Job Report
Working in an emerging creative studio
company, KOO-KI Co.Jp which handles
TOYOTA's commercial film

HELSING HANS ALEXANDER
Sweden
Asia International Language Center Graduate
CG Artist
March, 2016 Graduate, 3D-CG Course
Tokyo Design Technology Center

Activities of Graduates and
Job Report
Found Important things: Guts,
Networking and Linguistic Skill

LIU ZHENG YUE
China
Shanghai Conservatory of Music Graduate
Entertainers' Manager
March, 2016 Graduate, Live Concert
Planning and Creator Course
Tokyo School of Music Shibuya Campus

I selected TECH. C. with the reasons that in this school, so many international
students are studying and I enjoyed attending its Open Campus very much.
After enrolment, I really concentrated on working for creation. Upon doing job
hunting, I consulted
to the Career Center
and they helped
me in writing documents to apply for
Japanese industry.
There are some
computer graphic creator company in Fukuoka so
I attended the guidance of some of them. They
were all wonderful. In Fukuoka, foods are nice
and it seemed easier for living. Upon graduation, I
was planning to wed to my girlfriend and the town
was suitable for our new life. Now I'm working
on many project in KOO-KI Co. Jp.

I was enrolled in this school that I just wanted to work in Japan in the music
industry. During the school life, there were a lot of events and they were also
worthwhile for deepen our study. Among those events, the school festival
has been a good memory of my school life. Looking back the days and those
events now as a worker, there were many points could be improved, but, those
days being a student were happy and prescious moments. Now I'm working
as a manager to a newly debuted band in Amuse Incorporated. On week days,
I work on a various daily routine and on the weekend, I attend the live concert
of the band, so I seldom have my holiday. But it's not much problem since my
purpose is to shoot the fans and audience heart with their performance. That
is this profession's attractive point and I am very much content with working here. Working here, I found
important things to successfully work in this industry, those are: Guts, Networking and Linguistic Skill. If
I did not have guts, even though I have much love for the world of entertainment, I might never continue
this work. If you are an international student, you would never be satisfied with your Japanese skill level.
In addition to that, you would better to appeal your linguistic skill of your mother tongue or English and
any other language. As a foreigner, Japanese language skill may be the weak point but in Japan, at the
present, it is advantageous that you are good in other languages beside Japanese. It is considered to
be virtue among the Japanese to be modest, however, you, as a foreigner, it's no use of doing the same
as Japanese. If you are modest, people around you sometimes may not find your real skill. As well as
knowing the commonsense of the Japanese music industry, to work as a international person would be
the best thing for you. If you would like to work in the music industry, I reccomend you to work part time
in the live concert venue. I look forward to seeing you in this industry in the future.

2 weeks after the entrance, there
came a group of 3 friends those
who are in the same class of
the same course with different
nationalities. At first they met
in the class, they found each
other that they were foreign
students among Japanese, and
became friends by talking to
one another. During spending
same hours in the class or in
the daily life, they are sharing
informations and help each
other. "People in TSM are very
kind and Japanese friends are
all nice to us. I made many
friends from various countries,"
they told us one another.
Making a lot of good friends
is the better way to study and
enjoy your days in Japan!

Interview to Students
Freshmen 2016: Global friends in TSM
XIAO TIANYUN
1st year, Entertainer and Actor Course
China
Sun-A International Academy Graduate
KHO SWEE CHING
1st year, Voice Actor and Staff Course
Malaysia
Fuji Language School Graduate
MARTA SHCHEKATUR
1st year, Voice Actor and Actor Course
Russia
Toyo Language School Graduate
Tokyo School of Music and Dance
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